
Animal Love These photos are of various pets of 
mine or my family's.  

They are what I would like to see as 
stock images.  
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Animal Love 
Picture 1: This picture shows my grandmother’s dog wanting pets. So therefore she put her head on my legs and i 

got a picture. This picture fills the requirement of stock images because I believe that if you tried to search up 

something along the lines of “Cute Lab with Cleft Lip.” This is something you would see. Date Taken: 11/24/2021. 

Camera Used: Phone Subject Info: Labrador mix with cleft lip.  

Picture 2: This is a picture of my dog Sasha in the fallen leaves of a willow tree. I believe this is a good Stock Image 

for it is simple and something that people could easily find. Search up “Dog in fall leaves” and it will be something 

similar to my picture! Date Taken: 11/24/2021 Camera Used: phone Subject Info: Terrier mix. Very sweet and 

obedient. Perfect for photos. 3-4 years old.  

Picture 3: This is a picture of my grandmother’s huge cat walking toward me. Caught in the middle of the action I 

took this picture. I feel it fits the requirements of a stock image for it's effortless ability to be interesting in a simple 

way. Date Taken: 11/24/2021 Camera Used: phone Subject Info: 20 pound white and orange tom cat. Vocal and 

anti-social.  

Picture 4: A picture of my cat in a pile of blankets. Peacefully dozing in between my legs, a cute and simple picture. 

It fits the standards for a stock image for its something easy that people would look for. A cute cat snuggled in 

blankets. How cute! Date Taken: 11/11/2021 Camera Used: Phone Subject Info: Probably blind-ish old kitty. 

Enjoying her life in her new furever home.  

 



Friendship These photos are photos I 

took on my thanksgiving 

break. I got to spend a lot 

of time with my cousin and 

was glad she let me 

photograph her.  

These photos are 
great for this 
portfolio because 
they are a picture 
of a person. That 
person may be my 
cousin. But who 
cares!  
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Friendship 
Picture 1: This is a picture of my cousin doing a spin. The light hit her just right for a silhouette, and with the added 

motion of her spinning I got a fantastic picture.  Date Taken: 11/24/2021 Camera Used: Phone Subject Info: My 

younger crazy cousin.  

Picture 2: This is another picture of my cousin. We went to a park that was rebuilt after a fire and explored. 

Finding this watermelon we climbed on top of it and started to take some pictures and enjoy ourselves. Date 

Taken: 11/24/2021 Camera Used: Phone Subject Info: My funny cousin 

Picture 3: Yet again another picture of my cousin. She is my bestie get used to it haha. Anyways, this photo is of 

her in my grandmother’s tree. She looks so good in the fall light. Date Taken: 11/24/2021 Camera Used: Phone 

Subject Info: My gorgeous cousin.  

Picture 4: A picture of leaves? Noooo! A picture of my cousin. She didn’t like her pose too much, But her smile was 

too precious. Date Taken: 11/24/2021 Camera Used: Phone Subject Info: My pretty awesome cousin 

Picture 5: A picture of a ballerina? Well close. However it’s a picture of my cousin. Enjoying herself on the tree. 

Trusting it to hold her as she leans towards her dreams. Date Taken: 11/24/2021 Camera Used: Phone Subject 

Info: My loyal cousin that I miss dearly. 



My Favorites 

Here are some of 

my favorite color 

photos!  What an 

amazing thing we 

are able to do. 

Color. :) 
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My Favorites 
Picture 1: Cousin picture! From the oldest cousin to one of the youngest. We all love each other. Mostly-  Date Taken: 

11/25/2021 Camera Used: Phone Subjects Info: Me, and my cousins. The love we have for the little one is massive. She is 

SO cute! 

Picture 2 & 3: My grandmother’s cat on my aunt’s car. He quite enjoys the sunshine and to stare down on the weak souls 

of the earth. Date Taken: 11/24/2021 Camera Used: Phone Subject Info: 20 pounds, Vocal, Grumpy old cat.   

Picture 4: A picture of me and my cousin’s shadows holding hands. How sweet. Date Taken: 11/24/2021 Camera Used: 

Phone Subject Info: The shadows of my and my cousin. How mysterious 

 

Picture 5: My cat and my guinea pig. I was so surprised that they were so chill together. Guess my cat wasn’t hungry. Too 

bad. Date Taken: 11/11/2021 Camera Used: Phone Subject Info: Surprisingly calm old cat and a petrified guinea pig.  

Picture 6: My dog on my belly begging for pets. I love these little moments. My pup is soooo sweet. Date Taken: Don’t 

remember Camera Used: Phone Subject Info: My sweet canine Sasha 


